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Lessons with global consequences
Can pluralism be leveraged to aid Bangladeshs national development?
BY SAMIER MANSUR ('07), BE TH E CHANGE COHOR T M EMB ER

even years ago when I was
a sophomore at JMU, I was
challenged with the profound question, "Does your
religion claim to be the one
true path?" I was dumbfounded. This was part of a classroom
experience in interfaith dialogue, and I
was on a panel tasked with representing
the philosophical tenets of Islam. Being
the only Muslim on the Islam panel, I felt
an added pressure to answer this question
correctly, and yet how does one answer
a question that has been a source of
debate for thousands of years? After deep
thought and awkward silence, I spoke
from my heart: It is not a question of religion being "the" path. It is "a" path. A
path among many.
It was in this JMU classroom that I
first encountered the idea of pluralism,
the theory encompassing the acceptance
of all religious paths as equally valid, as
well as the belief that there should be
diverse and competing centers of power in
society so that there is a marketplace for
ideas. A pluralistic society is open, inclusive and socially progressive. Pluralism Samier Mansur ('07) is founder and director of the Bangladesh
Pluralism Project, which he founded to create a more open,
was a powerful idea that would directly globally engaged Bangladesh society.
influence my work in Bangladesh.
Bangladesh is an emerging country
located in the heart of a politically, religiously and economically International Development Leadfragmented South Asia. When I moved there two years ago, I was ers of Influence program in Banimmediately drawn to the narrative of Bangladesh as a multi- gladesh, a project that trains thoufaith, multi-ethnic society. During the popular Hindu celebration sands of religious leaders in m ajor
of Durga Puja, for example, in the midst of dancing, singing and development themes, I witnessed
other colorful expressions of devotion and merriment, the city's Muslims, Hindus, Buddhists and
loudspeaker echoed with, "Today we gather as Hindus and Muslims, together we stand as Ban1
gladeshis, as one nation."
There is strength in this pluralistic vision, and it has made me
wonder: Beyond just a feel-good economic progress.
This experience led me to establish the Bangladesh Pluralism
theory, could pluralistic ethics be
leveraged to meet Bangladesh's Project where my goal is to help foster a more open, inclusive
and globally engaged Bangladesh. I researched the ancient politinational development goals?
I began to see that this was pos- cal and religious origins of the pluralist ethic in Bengal and found
sible, that pluralism could be an that what made Bengal such an early civilizational success was its
historical insistence on, and evolution of, pluralistic values, values
effective tool of nation building.
Through my work as a con- that today can translate into strengthened democratic practices,
sul tan t evaluating the suc- enhanced economic development and trade, and domestic and
cesses of the U.S . Agency for regional stability.

While each
group's external
trappings were
different, their
purpose was
the same: to
lift Bangladesh
toward greater
social and economic progress.'
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*Listen to Samier
Mansur's TEDx-Dhaka
presentation on YouTube
at www.youtube.com/
watch?v=FRZ20kD3Wck.

*Learn more about the
Bangladesh Pluralism
Project at www.The
PluralismProject.org.

(Left): Hindu devotees
apply sindoor on each
other's faces during the
last day of the Durga
Puja festival in Dhaka,
Bangladesh. (Below): JMU
students talk with Samier
Mansur ('07).

What I appreciate now about
my education at JMU is the interdisciplinary approach that allows
me to understand the world in a
holistic way. Majoring in international relations with minors in economics and religion helped prepare
me to grasp the dual forces of globalization and identity that drive
our world. This preparation would
eventually become central to the
Bangladesh Pluralism Project.
In September 2012 I found
myself on the prestigious stage of
TEDxDhaka in Bangladesh. TEDx is a program of local, selforganized events that bring people together to share a TED-like
experience. At a TEDx events, live speakers and TEDTalks videos spark discussions and connections in a small group. The pro- About the Author I nternational
grams are designed to give communities, organizations and indi- relations major Samier Mansur ('07) is
a research scholar, writer and photograviduals the opportunity to stimulate dialogue on a local level. At
pher. H e is the founder and director of the
TEDxDhaka, I faced young change-makers, corporate officers, Bangladesh Pluralism Proj ect, which he
policy makers and ambassadors. My goal was to highlight Ben- initiated to create a more op en, inclusive
gal's ancient tradition of pluralism and the promising future that and globally engaged Bangladesh. At ] MU ._ .,
-~
_,_ /
pluralism holds for the nation. My message was received enthusi- Mansur also completed minors in econom ics
and religion, and he served as president of the
'*
astically, and the Embassy of Denmark's social media broadcast of Muslim Studen t Association. H e also served as a
• •
it was one of their social media favorites .
pro-democracy and anti-terrorism student fellow of the
Being on the stage represented the sprouting of a seed first Foundation for the Defense of D emocracies, a Washington, D . C.-based think
planted during my years at JMU and the subsequent fulfillment tank. Mansur's essay above also appears in the spring 2013 edition of Political C urrents, the newsletter for the ]MU Department of Political Scienct,
of a personal dream. My recognition served as a resounding testaand is the Jan. 22, 2 013 , post for the ]MU Be the Change blog site. The U.S.
ment, not only to the future of a powerful idea, but also to the Embassy in Dhaka, Bangladesh, also shared the Be the Change blog post on its
respected institution that nourished it.
ffl social media outlets.
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